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Normalizing constants are obtained for B.P.R.E. such that the limiting random variable is finite 
almost everywhere and is zero only on the extinction set of the process w.p.1. Furthermore, the 
normalizing constants can be chosen so that they grow exponentialjly fast, and so that the ratio of 
successive constants converges in distribution. T~I= method of proof used is to prove the result for 
increasing branching processes, and then, to transfer the result to general B.P.R.E. by employing 
the relationships between B.P.R.E., the associated B.P.R.E., and the reduced branching process. 
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1. Indroduction 
Let, {Z,,}Z=O be a one-dimensional Galton-Watson process (see [4]). Sernata 171 
showed that there exists a sequence of normalizing constants (c,}~=, such that c;‘Z,, 
converges in distribution to a positive random variable W which is zero only on the 
extinction set of the process. In 1970, Heyde, using an exponential martingale, 
strengthened the result to almost everywhere convergence. In [S], Scnaza gives a 
shorter proof of the almost everywhere convergence and, in addition, finds 
normalizing constants for “branching processes in a varying environment’” (see [6]). 
Unfortunately, his limit random variable W may be infinite on some set having 
positive probability and, furthermore, may be zero on a set strictly larger than the 
extinction set of the process. 
In this paper, we seek the analogue for B.P.R.E. (see [2] for the definition of 
B.P.R.E.) of the normalization theorem proved for Galton-Watson processe%. In 
particular, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let {Z,}L be a B.P.R.E. with a statiomry and erodic environ 
sequence < such that E 1 log m (&J 1 c QO (where m (&) is the expected aw 
offspring of a particle ronditioned on the environment &). Then there xists a 
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of random variables C, (e), depending only on the environmental sequence [, with the 
following properties : 
(0 1 im n.+mC;lZ, = w w.p.1, 
(2) P(W=O1&& (= extinction probabikty conditioned on f), 
(3) P\W<#)= 1 w.p.1, 
= E(log m (to)) w.p.1, and 
converges in distribution, to m (&J as n -3 00. 
Theorem 1 is first proved for increasing B.P.R.E.‘s, namely those B.P.R.E.‘s for 
which P(p&) = 0) = 1 where p&) is the probability of a parkle giving birth to 
zero children (i.e., the particle “dies”) given the environment &. Using ‘Theorem 
4.5 of [9], this leads to a normalizing result for the reduced branching process 
{W$‘=, ([9]), the particles of the B.P.R.E. having infinik descent. Finally, in 
Section 3 we prove the following theorem which relates the normalizing of the 
reduced B.P.R.E. to that of the B.P.R.E. 
Theorem 2. Let {Z,}L be a B.P.R.E. for which E(log m&))>O. Let A = 
(w : 2, (to)-+ + * as n + a}. Then, for almost all c, 
’ A9 
K 
!-- (I- q( Tnf))Z, = l@=P(A Is’>= l--q(f). 
2. Normalizing incrasing B.P.R.E.‘s 
Let {Z*}:=, be an increasing B.P.R.E. with stationary and ergodic environmental 
sequence c = {&}TZD_ By Theorem 6.5 of [3], we may extend the c process into the 
“past” in a stationary and ergodic manner. We will still denote this extended 
process by 57 and it is this extended process which we shall continue to use throughout 
this paper. Let m (&) denote the expected number of offspring of a particle given the 
environment [ia It is assumed that E(log m (to)) exists and is finite. Let {hi}rZm be the 
sequence of probability generating functions (p.g.f.‘s) associated with 5 Since 
fli(0)= 0 2nd fs,(l) = 1 and f ( ) zi s is increasing as s increases,  E [0, 11, we can define 
the inverse function g*,(s) on [0, 11. 
Lemma 2.1. For - 09 C i C + 00, 
(1) &AS) t as s T’ 7 
t2) &i ts J a s? 
(3) gh(s)&as s f, ad 
(4) ~~U~&(S))l~~-S)~ l/m(&) as S t 1. 
Proof, Parts (l), (2), and (3) are clear. As for part (4), we note that by (2) the first 
ifequality in (4) follows. Also by the Mean Value Theorem 
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1 l-g&(s) = 
l-s fk (&i (0) 
for some t E (Sj I). Now lim,,I g&) = 1 and f6(1) = m (&), and hence 
(1) 
lim 1- = 1 
sr1 l-s m(b) l
Furthermore, we note that 
pf!$q= - (1 - s)gk(s) -i- (1 - g&J (1 - sj2 - l 
Using equation (1) with part (3) of the lemma, it readily follows that the numerator 
in the right-hand side of (3) is negative so that (1 - get (Q/(1 - s) is decreasing to 
W+) by (9 
Lemma 2.2. (1) gzn(gznJ l l l (g&(s)) - l l ) f 1 cks n -+ m for sf 0, and 
(2) g~(g~_l(**~(g~_,(s))*e*)t 1 as n+a for s#U. 
Proof. (1) Clearly Em,.+, gtm (g6”_,( l l l (g&)) l 9 l ) s 1. By part (2) of Lemma 2.1, 
g&(gSn-I(* l . kow) ’ l l ) increases as n increases. Hence, there exists 0 < Id G 1 such 
tliat lim n+O.gs,(gZn_,(. . l (g&s)) l l 0) = d. Suppose d < 1. Then, for s# 0, 
where the first inequality follows from part (2) of Lemma 2.1. But by Theorem 6 of 
PI, lim n-c-f~Cffl(~-gCfsn(d))o*o)=O ( since the extinction probability is zero) thus 
contradicting (4). Therefore d = 1 and part (1) of the lemma is proved. 
(2) By part (1) of Lemma 2.1, it follows that g&g&. . . (g(_,+,(s))* . a) increases as 
s increases. By part (2) of Lemma 2.1, gE_” (s) > s, and increases as n increases to a 
limit dl, where O<d&l. But gso(g&-I( ’ l l (gt-” (s)) . l l ) wds 
gtm(gen._,( l 9l (g&s)) l l l ) in distribution. Hence, by part (1), we conclude that ci, = 1. 
Lemma 2.3. 
i& E log = - E(log m w. 
Proof, By L’Hospital’s Rule, 
lim l- = gA(l) = -A-- 
xt1 1-X m(6) ’ 
and since by the stationarity of c and part (2) of Lemma 2.2 
lim,,, ge_&& . l l (ge_” (s)) . l l ) = 1, thea 
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FE! log 
Now, by part (4) of Lemma 2-f,, 
(7) 
for all n since m (&) 2 1. But E 1 log m &)I < 00, so appl:\ling the Lebesgue Domi- 
nated Convergence Theoiem yields the lemma. 
Let sG E (0, 1) be fixed. Define a&) = sn and a,, (& 2: g4Jg& 9 l 9 (g&)) l 9 l ) 
for n31. 
LemnarB 2.4. (1) 0 < log a,,. &/log a, (Tc) G 1, where T is the shift transformation, 
and 
(2) lim,,.., log a .+l$)/loga,(T~)= d(f) w.p.1, where OC d(&d 1 w.p.1. 
Proof. (1) Since 
But it is easily seen that the inner expression in (10) is just kg a”+&)/log a,(Tf), so 
part (1) is proved. 
(2) Since 0 C a&) < 1, and 0 < a,, (@)I < 1 and S~WX soth a, (g) and a, (Tc) 
converge to 1 as n --) 0~ (by r3rt (1) of Lemma 2.2 and tl? _E: invariance of 5 under the 
shift Tj, it follows that 
,im l*g an+&) . (1~ an (T6)) = 1 
n+m log aA (Tg) (I- an+1(3>> ’ 
(Note that (11) is easily verified by using the: Taylor sex+ 
Ixl<l.) Now 
.,,.) ?:xpansion for log(1 + X), 
1 - ge”(ge”_,( l ’ l (g&o)) l l l 
(12) 
Also, Iby part (4) of Lemma 2.1, (1 - gtn (t))/(l - t) decreases as t increases, and by 
parts (I) and (2) of Lemma 2.1, 
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These facts and (12) together imply that (1 - ~,+~(~))/(l- a, (7c)) decreases as n 
increases to some limit which we denote by d(t). Mence 
lim log a,, #)/log a, (@) = d(c). n--t* 
Since 
for all yt, d(t) G 1. It remains to prove that d(c) > 0 w.p.1. We first note that by part 
(4) of Lemma 2.1, 
1 - so 
1 a 1 - g&o) 3 W) . 
0 
(14) 
Therefore 
- log(l - g&o)) s - log(l - so) + log (19 
and 
I ha &w)I sc Wl - I + log m I l (W 
Taking expectations of (16) yields 
Ellog(l--g&o))/ s Ilog(l-so)l+Ellogm(To)l<w~ (17) 
Similarly, since 
l-~&(g& l(*-*(g~(so)J-L l 
-l-SO 
_Rm(6) 
i=O 
w-9 
it follows that 
log Cl- an+l(G) 
(1 - an (Tf) I 
= -log 
( 
1-g (g 
n nl 
(.*.( 
1 - gdgL( . l l ( 
NOVJ, using (19), we can write 
But by the stationarity of g 
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and 
E(fn (s’,) = - E log j1 - ‘&’ I( 
’ l l &.gJso)) l l ’ )) 
(I- &L-2( l l l k” (so)) . ’ l )) l 
But, by Lemma 2.3, the right-hand side of (23) converges w.p.3 
tends to infinity. Thus, by Fatou’s Lemma, 
fn (f)) s & E(fn (f)) = E(log m (Jo)) < O”- 
n--J 
(23) 
(2 1 3 
to E(log m &)) as y1 
(24) 
Hence lim,.+,f,(c) < 00 w.p.1, But bn4mfR(t) = 1 log d(t) 1 (where we interpret 
log d (5) = + 00 if d(t) = 0). Thus d(f) > 0 w.p.1, and so the lemma is proved. 
The following theorem is the analogue for B.P.R.E. of Heyde’s exponential 
martingale theorem (IS]). 
Thwrem 3. Let {Z”}Eco be un increasing B.P.R.E. Let Y, = a,, (<)zn, n 3 0, and 
denote by F, (l> the a-field generated by Zo, Z,, . . . , Zn and 57 Then {Y,, F, (t)}Eao is 
a positive bounded martingale and lim,,, Y, = Y w.p.1 where Y is a random 
variable satisfying for almost all 5 
(i) P(Y=O[c)=O, 
(ii) I?(Y= lIl)=O, and 
(iii) E( Y 1 T> = so. 
Proof. It is easily checked that {Y,, F, (3>>- n=O is a positive bounded martingale, and 
so, by the Martingale Convergence Theorem, lim,,,Ya = Y w.p.1. Furthermore, 
for u >O, lim,,, E( Y”, 1 f) = E( Y” f fj w.p.1. By the martingale property, 
E(Y, js’>=E(YoIf)= so (2% 
(since Z. ~‘1) so that E( Y, 1 c) = lim,,,E( Y, I fj = so and so (iii) is proved. 
To prove (i) and (ii), we fohow a line of exposition similar to that of Athreya-Ney 
[2]. Let xn (U ; c) = E( YE 1 f) and x(u ; c) = .E( Y” I {). Then one readily obtains 
(26) and Lemma 2.4 yield 
lim xIQ_, -!fAE&L ;Tc) = ,y(ud(<)* Tc) 
log a,-I( TF) w 
9 . 
n-m 
(27) 
From (26) and (27) we obtain the functional relation 
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Au; s’> =fsocuo-4~h m (29 
which is an extension to B.P.R.E. of the Heyde-Senata functional equation [5]. 
Now it is easily seen that 
ljrn*(u;f)=p(yZO/f)9 (29) 
By Lemma 2.4,O < d(f) s 1 w.p.1, so that ud(c) decreases to zero as u decreases to 
z&o and ud($) increases to infinity as u increases to infinity. Hence (29) and (30) 
imply that 
tip x(ud (r’>; Tf) = P( Y = 117-8). W) 
Using the functional relation (28) with equations (29) to (32) yields 
P(WOIf)=f,(p(Y#O( T’)), 
P(Y=li<)=f,(P(Y=l)Tc)). 7 
(33) 
(34) 
We note that E(Y f 6) = so < 1 implies that P( Y = 1 I f) < 1 w.p.1. Applying 
Theorem 6 of [l] (and observing that the extinction probility is zero in our case) 
yields P(Y = 118) = 0 w.p.1, so that part (iib of the theorem is proved. It remains to 
prove part (i). 
Let 0 < t < 1. Then, since l is station,ry, 
P(P(Y#O~~)~~)=P(P(Y#O~T”~)Q~) 
s P(P(YZ 0 14) s M.fd l l l (L(f)) = l * )), (39 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 
P( Yf 0 1 T> = fso&( 9 l l (fL(P( Y# 0 1 T’f)) l l l ) (36) 
(which is obtained by iterating (33). a-). Letting n tend to infinity in (35) yields 
(37) 
for 0 < t < 1. Hence P( Y# 0 1 f) equals 0 or 1 w.p.1. Since E( Y 1 f) = SO # 0, 
P(Y# 0 1 f) = 1 w.p.1, and this concludes the proof of the theolrem. 
Theorem 4. Let {Z,}&, be an increasig B.P.R.E. with E 1 log sn (to) 
there exist normalizing constants c, (c), n 3 0, such that lim,,, 6: ;‘Z,, = W w.p.i, 
where 
Pm&. Let Ye, ti 3 0, and Y be defined as in Theorem 3. For n a 0, let cm ([) = 
(- log am(f))-‘. Then, by Theorem 3, lirn,,, CZ, = W w.p.1, where W = 1 log Y 1, 
Ah, 
and 
P(W =Oji’)=p(Y = l~&=Ow.p.l, (38) 
P(w= +001~)=P(Y=OI~)=OW.p.l* 
Furthermore since lim,,,, l/n log W = 0, 
1 1 
ftt 5; log cm(f) = !i_m_ ; tog Z, = E(log m(t)) w.p.1, (39) 
where the last equality is a consequence of Theorem 5.5 of 191. 
3. Nomdiz@ comam for B.P.R.E 
w, 
(I- q(W))Z 
=$)=P(Aif)=l-q(A, w 
where (W&o is the reduced branching process. 
Rod. Let P > 0 be arbitrary. Then, by a conditional form of Chebyshev’s 
Inequality, 
Now, conditioned in 2” and E Wm is distributed as the number of successes in Z,, 
independent rials, where the probability of ~UGUSS is (1 - q( T”[)). Thus (41) 
becomes 
It is shown in the proof of Theorem 5.7 of [U] that Km,,, l/n log(1 - q( T’{)) = 0 
w.p.1. Furthermore, by the Classification Theorem (Thm. 5.5 of [9]), 
lim “4aE l/n log 2, = E(log m &)) almost everywhere inA. 7%us, almost everywhere 
in A, 
By Levy’s form of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, it follows, that, for almost all fl 
w, 
(l-q(T”&Z. 
(44) 
from which the theorem is a direct consequence, 
Prod of Theorem 1. If E(log m &))d 0; then it follows from the Classification 
Theorem (Theorem 5.5 of [9]) that cn (I) = nyli m (Q) will satisfy the theorem. 
Hence we need only consider the case E(log m(&)) > 0. AIso we may assume 
P(q(&< 1) = 1, for otherwise (Z,)SIO becomes extinct w.p. 1, and the preceeding 
constants (c& 1 would suffice. 
Consider the associate B.P.R.E. (2”) (see [9], Section 3). Then (&}:-, is an 
increasing B.P.R.E. and E&g rA(&,))= E(log m&j) MI ([9), Thm, 5.7~. Hence by 
Theorem 4, there exist normalizing constants 6,(4). n 2 0, such that lim,, C;‘& = 
@ w.p, Z wtwe b@ is a random variable satisfying P(0 C W < + #i 13) = 1 w.p.1, 
Also, 
Let ( W&4 ;J.; the reduced branching process and A = (0: 2, (w) 3 + by as 
n + 43). Then, by Theorem 4.5 of [9], lirn,-., 2;’ IV,, = * almost everywhere on A. 
Then Theorem 2 implies that lim,,, &‘( I - q( T”@Z * 6 almost everywhere on 
A. Let cn (s’> = & (1 - q (T”f))-’ f or n a 0 and define a new random variable W by 
W(W) = q(w) for w E A, and W is zero elsewhere. Then it follows directly that 
Cmc;Z = Ww,p, 1, where 
P(Wc +#)=P(Je<@#)= 1 w.p.1, 
P(W=~~~)=P(A’(~)=q(~)ww.p.l. 
Furthermore, 
;logc##(f)=‘+ loge(f)-$log(l-q(?-f)). 
As was previously noted, l/n log(1 - q(T’f)) convcrgcs to zero w,pJ, and 
tim,, l/n log E, (g) = E(bg m (@) w.p.1 by (45), so that lim,, l/n log cll (f) = 
E(kq m (&I)) w.p. 14 
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It remains to prove that cn-&)/c&~ converges in distribution to m(&). Now 
4 = . &+I(& (1 - eU’%:l) 
c,, (s’) (1 - q(T”“g)) 6,(t) 
(1 - q(T”f)) 
= (I- q(T”“f~~ l 
log & _ (it _ (. . . (f.&,)). l . ) 
n 2 
1% &@“-1( * l l &iso)) l l l ) 
(47) 
where ,& is the probability generating function of &. But, by ‘the stationarity of 6 
the right-hand side of (47) is equal in distribution to 
l log &,(&_2( l ’ l (&_” (so)) l l 01 (1 - rg (f)) 
(I- Y(G)) log i&0(&-S l l l (&L (so)) l ’ l ) l 
Furthermore, following the line of argument used in Lemma 2.4 we get 
= lim 
I- &(& ( . . . (& (so)). . l ) 1 
n4w 1 - &_1(&_2( l 4’l (&_, (SO)) l l l ) = X(&J w*pml (48) 
where the last equality is from (6) (as applied !O the (“%~}fzo process). Hence 
lim , log &&&( l l l (ge_, (so)) l ’ l ) (1 - q (r’>> 
n4= (I- q(Tf)) log a&i&~-I( l ’ @ (gr_” (SO)) ’ ’ l ) 
= -Q=-&& & (4;,) w.p.1 = W2 (TO) 
(I- 4 (R)) 
where.the last equality is from equatio3 (24) of [9]. It now follows that cn+@)/cn (f) 
converges in distribution to rn<;,) and so the theorem is proved. 
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